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1. Introduction• 

The theoretical model with which generativists entered the nineties consisted of (a) an evidently 
necessary lexicon, (b) four levels of representation (D-structure, S-structure, LF and PF; cf. the 
T-model of Chomsky & Lasnik 1977) that are connected by the rule Move a or Affect a, (c) a 
small set of principles and parameters and (d) some 'overarching guidelines' (such as the assump
tion that Move a can only be applied as a last resort, and the Principle of Full Interpretation; cf. 
for instance Chomsky 1991). The bulk of these ingredients of the theory is clearly indispensable. 
As far as the levels of representation are concerned, it is obvious that we should distinguish a 
lexicon and two interpretive components (the 'external interfaces', PF and LF), whose adoption is 
a virtual conceptual necessity. Ideally, these two levels should be sufficient. Chomsky's (1992) 
main objective is to show that they are, and that D- and S-structure can, hence should be 
eliminated. 

In the course of reducing the theoretical machinery to its absolute minimum, Chomsky also 
abolishes the notion of government (from which the theory used to partly derive its name), and 
redefines the essential notion of LOCALITY in terms of DOMAINS. In this article, we shall specific
ally focus on this latter issue. We shall start out by presenting and illustrating Chomsky's domain 
definitions, then proceeding to a critical appraisal of this new approach to locality 

2. Local relations 

In the minimalist framework, structures are built by means of a generalised transformation (GT) 
and Move a. These operations obligatorily extend their target, and the structures that are built 
conform to a particular version of X-bar Theory. Chomsky assumes that the concepts of X-bar 
Theory are fundamental and that the basic relations are formulated in the elementary terms of X
bar Theory, i.e. that these relations always involve the head as a term and are typically local, such 
as the relations specifier-head and head-complement. Notions like 'government' no longer play a 
role. 1 As a result, the notion of antecedent-government (which has always been a somewhat odd 
notion in the theory; cf. e.g. Broekhuis 1992), is reformulated as a chain condition, 'expressible 
in terms of c-command and barriers' (Chomsky 1992:14). While it is fair to say that a good deal 
of detail concerning the locality restrictions on (especially A'-) movement remains unclear, 
Chomsky (1992) presents an onset to a theory of local dependencies in terms of DOMAINS which 
promises to go a long way towards allowing us to dispense with (the antecedent-government 
clause of) the ECP and the Minimality condition. 

.. This article is essentially a substantially revised and extended version of section 3 of Broekhuis & Den Dikken (1993). It has 
benefited from discussions of minimalism in courses at the linguistics departments of the University of Groningen (first and second 
trimester I 992-1993) and the Free University in Amsterdam (second semester I 992-1993), and in the seminar on minimalism at the 
University of Amsterdam (January-March 1993). We would like to thank the participants for their contributions. We also extend our 
gratitude to thank Jan-Wouter Zwart. The authors alone are responsible for the contents of this article. 

Note, however, that the notion of (head-)government has occasionally been defined in the literature purely in terms of sisterhood, a 
strictly local relation (cf. Bennis & Hoekstra 19!\9) . Such definitions are completely compatible with the minimalist programme. That 
is, 'government' per se need not be incompatible with minimalism. The notion of c-command remains availabk in the minimalist 
framework, and is probahly needed in the domain of the Binding Theory. 
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2.1 Domains and domain definitions 

2 

We shall discuss and illustrate the various types of domains that Chomsky distinguishes with refer
ence to the abstract structure in (la). Such a structure may arise for instance by the derivation in 
(lb). In this structure, X is AGR0 (the head of a VP-external functional projection in which the 
verb's objective Case feature and object agreement features are checked), Y is V and ZP is the 
object, which is moved to SpecAGR0 P. (For the reasons for adopting AGR0 P and object move
ment to the specifier position of this projection, we refer to Chomsky 1992 and - for a brief 
summary - to Broekhuis & Den Dikken 1993.) 

( 1) a. XP -ZP X' -X1 yp 

~ ~ 
Yi Xz t; 

b. [ AGRoP • • • AGR0 [vp SUV OBJ J 
... ... 

I 
I 

I I 
I 

... 

Chomsky makes a distinction between the internal domain and the checking domain of a head 
a . The internal domain of a contains the internal arguments of a. In (la), the internal domain of 
the head X therefore consists of YP. The checking domain of a is the domain that is involved in 
checking the inflectional features of a. Inflectional heads are lexically endowed with a bundle of 
features, V-features as well as N-features. The V-features must be checked by the verb (which 
also possesses V-features) that adjoins to the inflectional head, and the N-features are checked by 
the NP that is moved into its specifier (cf. (lb)). In (la), the checking domain of X must therefore 
consist of the head Y which is adjoined to X and the constituent ZP in SpecXP. 

The computation of the internal and checking domains of a head a, the two subparts of the 
minimal domain of a, proceeds through the reduction of a larger set of nodes hanging off the pro
jection line of a, constituting the domain of a. Chomsky defines the relevant domain notions as in 
(2). We shall illustrate the notions in (2) on the basis of the structure in (la). 

(2) a. 
b. 

c. 

d. 
e. 

f. 
g. 

MAX(a) =der the least full-category maximal projection dominating a. 
The domain of a head a =der the set of nodes contained in MAX(a) that are 
distinct from and do not contain a. 
The complement domain of a head a = der the subset of the domain of a reflexively 
dominated by the complement of the construction. 
The residue of a = der the domain of a minus the complement domain of a . 
MIN(S) = der the smallest subset K of S such that for any 'Y E S, some {3 E K 
reflexively dominates 'Y· 
The internal domain of a (ID(a)) is its minimal complement domain. 
The checking domain of a (CD(a)) is its minimal residue. 

The notions in (2) are irreflexive unless stated otherwise. That a certain relation R is 
irreflexive means that an element a may entertain this relation with other elements but not with 
itself; if this restriction is dropped, the relation R is reflexive. In structure (la), for example, XP 
dominates all nodes in the tree with the exception of itself, whereas it reflexively dominates all 
nodes including XP itse(f. 
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The notions of dominance and containment are defined as in (3) (cf. Chomsky 1986b). In the 
specific case of (la), then, the head Y which is adjoined to X is contained in but not dominated by 
X; Y is dominated by the highest segment of X (X1), but not by all segments of X (X2 does not 
dominate Y). 

(3) a. 
b. 

a dominates /3 if every segment of a dominates f3. 2 

a contains /3 if some segment of a dominates f3. 

Let us consider how the definitions in (2) work. In (la), MAX(X) is the least maximal pro
jection that dominates X, i.e. XP. The domain of X is the set of nodes contained in MAX(X) = 
XP that are distinct from X and do not contain X. In (la), all nodes are contained in XP, with the 
exception of XP itself. X is of course non-distinct from X, and X' contains X, and therefore these 
two nodes do not belong to the domain of X either. What remains is the set {ZP, Y, YP} and 
everything that is dominated by these nodes. 

The complement domain of X is the subset of the domain of X determined above that is reflex
ively dominated by the complement of X. The complement of X is YP. Since YP reflexively dom
inates itself and everything that is under it, the complement domain of X is {YP} and whatever is 
dominated by this node. The residue of X is the domain of X minus the complement domain of X, 
i.e. {ZP, Y} and whatever is dominated by these nodes. 

Note that the domains of Y are almost identical to the domains of X, the only difference being 
that Y itself is not part of these domains; Y is non-distinct from Y and is therefore excluded from 
its own domain by (2b). X and the projections of X are not part of the domains of Y either, since 
Y is contained by these nodes; the complement domain of Y is therefore {YP} and whatever is 
dominated by this node Gust as the complement domain of X); the residue of Y is {ZP} and what
ever is dominated by this node. 

The domains of X constitute heterogeneous sets of nodes. What one would really be interested 
in are the sets of elements that are the internal arguments of X or that enter into a checking 
relation with X, the sets {YP} and {ZP, Y}, respectively. We must therefore restrict the comple
ment domain and the residue of X such that these sets remain. Chomsky accomplishes this with 
the help of the notion MIN(S) in (2e). What this complicated definition actually says is that all 
nodes that are dominated by some other node of S do not belong to MIN(S). Therefore, we could 
replace this complex definition by the simpler one in (4). 

(4) The minimal domain of a: MIN(S(a)) = der the largest subset of the domain of a 
such that none of the members of this subset is dominated by any member of the 
domain of a. 

The minimal complement domain ( = the internal domain) and the minimal residue ( = the check
ing domain) of X thus differ from the complement domain and residue of X in that the addition 
and whatever is dominated by these nodes is dropped. This yields exactly those domains we are 
interested in, namely {YP} and {ZP, Y}. 

It is important that according to Chomsky the internal and checking domains of a must be 
uniquely specified for a. More specifically, it would be undesirable that, when a is moved, the 
domains of a are defined once more, because this would result in an element with more than one 
set of subdomains. In the case of (21b), for instance, the result would be that the verb has two 
internal domains: {08} if we consider the position of its trace, and {VP} if we consider its ad
junction position to AGR0 • Consequently, an ambiguous specification of its internal arguments 
would arise: 08 or VP. 

2 Strictly speaking, definition (3a) is circular. This problem can be overcome by replacing the notions of dominance and containment 
by the notions of c(ategory)-dominance and s(egmcnt)-dominance, respectively . 
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To solve this problem, Chomsky assumes that the notion MIN(S(a)) must be understood deriv
ationally, not representationally, i.e. is defined on chains, as part of the process that introduces a 
into the derivation. If a is a trivial (one-member) chain, MIN(S(a)) is defined as soon as a is lex
ically inserted; if a is a non-trivial (multi-member) chain (/3., . .. , fJJ, MIN(S(a)) is defined as 
soon as a is created by" raising. In (la), for example, the head Y itself has no internal domain or 
checking domain; the chain CH = (Y, ... , t) that it heads does . 

Let us make this more concrete by means of the example in (Sa) . According to some propos
als, this clause contains two internal arguments, the NP the book and the PP on the shelf Assume 
that the structure of (5a) is as given in (5b) (cf. Larson 1988). The verb V2 is moved into (is sub
stituted for) the empty position V., thus forming the chain (put, t) . What we want to achieve is 
that the minimal domain of this chain contains the three arguments, consists of {NP1, NP2, PP}. 
The internal domain, on the other hand, should only contain the internal arguments, {NP2, PP} . 

(5) a. 

b. 

John put the book on the shelf. 

the book V2 

I 
put 

pp 

~ 
on the shelf 

By way of exercise, let us first fix the domains of V2 and V., respectively. The reader may 
check the determination of the different domains with the help of definitions in (2). 

MAX(V2) = VP2; domain of V2 = {NP2 , PP} and whatever is dominated by these nodes; complement domain of V2 = 
{PP} and whatever is dominated by this node; residue of V2 = {NP2} and whatever is dominated by this node; minimal 
domain of V2 = {NP2 , PP} ; internal domain of V2 = {PP}; checking domain of V2 = {NP2 } . 

MAX(V1) = VP1; domain of V1 = {NP1, VP2 , NP2 , Vz' , V2 , PP} and whatever is dominated by these nodes ; complement 
domain of V1 = {VP2 , NP2, V2', V2 , PP} and whatever is dominated by them; residue of V1 = {NP 1} and whatever is 
dominated by it; minimal domain of V1 = {NP 1, VP2}; internal domain of V1 = {VP2}; checking domain of V 1 = {NP 1} . 

Next, we determine the internal and checking domains of the chain CH = (put, t). Of course, we 
cannot use the definitions in (2) since these are formulated for heads . Chomsky therefore proposes 
to reformulate the notions in (2b-c) for chains . For convenience, we give the whole set of definit
ions here, including those notions that are in fact unaltered (6a,d-g). 

(6) a. 
b. 

c. 

d. 
e. 

f . 
g. 

MAX(a) =der the least full-category maximal projection dominating a . 
The domain of CH = (a., •.• , an) is the set of nodes contained in MAX(a1) that 
are distinct from and do not contain any a;. 
The complement domain of CH is the subset of the domain of CH reflexively 
dominated by the complement of a 1• 

The residue of a =der the domain of a minus the complement domain of a . 
The minimal. domain of a: MIN(S(a)) = der the largest subset of the domain of a 
such that none of the members of this subset is dominated by any member of the 
domain of a. 
The internal. domain of a (ID(a)) is its minimal complement domain . 
The checking domain of a (CD(a)) is its minimal residue. 
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To fix the internal and checking domains of the chain CH = (put, t), we should first determine 
MAX(put). Since put is located in V1 after raising, MAX(put) is VP 1• The domain of the chain 
CH now consists of all nodes that are contained in MAX(put) = VP 1 minus those nodes that are 
non-distinct from or contain put or its trace t. This excludes put and t itself; V' 2 and VP2 because 
they contain the trace t; V 1 and V ' 1 because they contain the element put that has been substituted 
for V, (of course, VP, also contains this element but since this node is already excluded from the 
domain of CH because it is not dominated by MAX(put) = VP" this is irrelevant). Hence, what 
remains is the set {NP" NP2, PP} and whatever is dominated by these nodes. 

The complement domain of CH = (put, t) is the subset of the domain that is reflexively dom
inated by the complement of put (or rather: the head V, filled by put), VP2: {NP2, PP} and 
whatever is dominated by these nodes. {NP,} and whatever is dominated by this node of course 
constitute the residue. The internal and checking domains of the chain, finally, are {NP2, PP} and 
{NP 1}, respectively. This is the result that we wanted to obtain. 

2.2. A note on domain extension as a result of head movement 

Let us recall at this point the initial motivation for defining minimal domains in head movement 
contexts in terms of chains. Consider again the structure in (lb), repeated here for convenience. 

( 1) b. • • • [ AGRoP • • • AGRo [ VP SU V 08] ] 

i j I I 

In this structure, we should prevent the internal and checking domains of the moved verb from 
being 'redefined' in the output construction, for otherwise we end up with a simple dyadic verb 
with two internal domains, hence - given that the internal domain of a head a typically contains 
the internal argument(s) of a (Chomsky 1992:17) - two internal arguments, OB and VP. Defin
ing the minimal domain of V in (lb) on the chain resulting from head movement from V to AGRo 
apparently allows us to steer clear of this problem, VP not being a member of the chain's internal 
domain since it contains a member of the chain (viz. the verb trace). As a matter of fact, how
ever, the problem remains, albeit in a slightly different form. 

Let us take a moment to compute the internal domain of the chain of head movement created in 
(lb), CH = (V, t) . The minimal domain of this chain consists of all the nodes dominated by 
MAX(V) = AGRoP for which it holds that they do not contain or equal any member of the chain, 
and are not dominated by any member of the domain of CH, the set {SpecAGR0 P, SU, OB}. The 
internal domain of CH is the subset of the minimal domain of CH that is dominated by the com
plement of the head of the chain (i.e. VP). Concretely, then, the internal domain of CH is the set 
of nodes {SU, OB}. It stands to reason that OB, the internal argument of the verb, should be part 
of this domain. But that SU, the verb's external argument, should tum out to be a member of the 
internal domain of -the V-chain after verb movement is considerably less obvious. We clearly do 
not wish to say that the external argument of V somehow turns into an internal argument of the 
verb-movement chain as a result of movement. 

In effect, then, the head-movement chain in (lb) continues to raise problems with respect to the 
determination of the internal domain, even if minimal domains in head-movement contexts are 
defined on chains. In the specific context of Larsonian verb substitution for empty V-nodes (cf. 
(Sb)), to which Chomsky confines himself in his exposition, the 'domain-extending' character of 
head movement resulting from defining minimal domains on chains seems useful. Outside this 
domain, it is seems rather less beneficial. 3 

3 A conspicuous difference between Larsonian V-movement to an empty V-node on the one hand, and V-movement to an inflectional 
head position on the other is that the former involves substitution while the laller is a case of adjunction. One might try to rdatc the 
extension of internal domains to this independent difference. 
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At this point, we might consider giving up the whole idea of domain extension as a result of 
head movement, especially since adoption of Larsonian verb substitution is a highly theory
internal matter. 4 There is another reason, however, why the base position of the subject, SpecVP, 
must definitely be a part of the minimal domain (though not necessarily of the internal domain) of 
the head-chain CH = (V, t) in (lb). This will become evident in the next subsection, where we 
discuss a central ingredient of the minimalist theory of locality, EQUIDIST ANCE. 

2.3. Equidistance 

In the minimalist model all local relations are defined in terms of X-bar Theory. Notions like 
'head-government' and 'antecedent-government' are no longer used. Since the theory used to 
account for the locality of movement with the help of these notions, we should now find some 
other way of capturing the well-known locality conditions. Chomsky accomplishes this (at least as 
far as NP-movement is concerned) by exploiting the notion 'minimal domain of a chain'. 

In (7), below, we give the structure of a regular transitive construction such as John ate the 
meat. Since the distinction between the functional projections TP and AGRsP will play no signi
ficant role in what follows, we shall refer to these two collectively as IP.5 The desired derivation 
is indicated in (7): the object, OB, moves into SpecAGRoP; the subject, SU, moves into SpecIP; 
the verb V moves via AGRo to I. Whether these movements take place in overt syntax or not of 
course depends on the presence of strong features that force overt-syntactic movement. 

( 7) IP 

~ 
I' 

• ~ 
I I 

• 
AGRo' I 

I 

I 

I 

I i ~ AGRo VP 

...____I -1 ____.I i ~ SU V' 

~ 
V 08 

John ate the meat 

I I 

4 At least one alternative (and well-motivated) analysis for the construction in (Sa) is available, one in which the object and locative 
PP constitute a small clause. The empirical evidence for this analysis comes from the behaviour of locative PPs with respect to 
extraposition in Dutch and Locative Inversion in English (cf. Hoekstra 1984, Hoekstra and Mulder 1990, Den Dikken 1992, Mulder 
1992 and references cited there), and from the fact that locative PPs may constitute an anaphoric domain (cf. Chomsky 1981 and much 
subsequent work; cf. Broekhuis 1992 for an application of the SC-analysis in this domain) . Note that the small clause analysis carries 
over to another construction type discussed by Larson (1988), the double object construction; cf. Den Dikken (1992) and references 
cited there . 

5 Although, in languages such as English, in which the T-node (which has a strong N-feature) is moved to AGR,; and the subject 
obligatorily moves into SpccAGR5P (cf. Chomsky 1992:44), the head and specifier positions of AGR5P and TP often coincide, it does 
not seem to be the case that the distinction between AGR5P and TP is entirely superfluous, not even in these languages . We refer lo 
Bobaljik & Jonas (1993) and , more specifically , Den Dikken & Nress (I 993) for arguments that the two functional projections should 
be kept distinct, and should both be taken to be present in expletive constructions. For our purposes here, however, the distinction 
between AGR5P and TP is irrelevant. 
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The NP-movement operations depicted in (7) violate Rizzi's (1990) Relativised Minimality, 
involving as they do movement to an A-specifier position crossing an intervening A-specifier 
position. In the case of OE-movement to SpecAGRoP across the base position of the subject, SU, 
Guasti's (1992) suggestion that only non-thematic A-positions count as interveners for A-move
ment might eliminate the problem, but clearly, movement of SU to SpecIP across the a-thematic 
landing site of OE-movement, SpecAGR0 P, will continue to violate Relativised Minimality on all 
current definitions. 

Chomsky (1992) recasts (Relativised) Minimality in terms of the economy condition 'minimise 
chain links', which requires that the distance between the links of a chain be as short as possible. 
This economy condition, too, at first sight appears to be violated in (7). Chomsky solves this pro
blem by introducing the notion of equidistance. What we should ensure is that the landing site and 
the position that is crossed are 'equally far removed' from the extraction site of movement. In the 
specific case of (7), then, SPEC1 and SPEC2 are equidistant from the base position of SU, and 
SPEC2 and SU are equidistant from the base position of OB. The notion of equidistance is defined 
in (8). The economy condition 'minimise links' (henceforth Minimality) is defined such that a con
stituent 'Y may skip any position (3 in moving to a position a, as long as a and (3 are equidistant 
from 'Y· This is stated in (9). 

(8) 
(9) 

If a, (3 are in the same minimal domain, they are equidistant from 'Y. 
Minimality: 'Y cannot move to a position a, crossing a potential target position (3, if 
a and (3 are not equidistant from 'Y. 

Note that (8) should not be construed such that for every single minimal domain that contains a 
or (3, a and (3 must both occur in that minimal domain. In (7), for instance, there is a minimal 
domain - that of V - which contains SU but not SPEC2, but this should not prevent us from 
concluding that in this structure SPEC2 and SU are equidistant from OB. We should hence 
construe (8) in such a way that there must be some minimal domain that contains both positions. 
The minimal domains of chains that are created by head movement will play an important role in 
this connection. 

Consider first of all OE-movement to SPECi, crossing SU. Since SPECi and SU are both part 
of the minimal domain of the chain CH = (V, t), the set {SPECi, SU, OB}, they are equidistant 
from OB according to (8), and hence OB may move into SPECi across SU without violating Mini
mality in (9). Next consider movement of SU to SPEC1• Movement of AGR0 to I creates the 
chain CH' = (AGRo, t). The minimal domain of CH' is the set {SPECi, SPEC2, VP}. Since 
SPEC1 and SPEC2 are both part of this set, SU can be moved across SPEC2 into SPEC1 without 
violating Minimality. Both movements satisfying Minimality, the derivation in (7) is well-formed, 
as required. 

As it turns out, the derivation in (7) is the only correct one. We should therefore ensure that 
the alternative derivation involving movement of SU to SPEC2 and of OB to SPEC1 is excluded on 
principled grounds. This requirement is easily met, since movement of OB to SPEC1 is 
straightforwardly blocked by (9), given that there is no chain with a minimal domain that contains 
both SPEC1 and SU. Neither MIN(CH), nor MIN(CH') contains both positions, and hence OB-to
SPEC1 movement is impossible. 6 

6 This also immediately answers a question raised by Koopman & Sportiche (1991). They wonder how, once a 'crossing paths' 
scenario is allowed (in fact, forced) in structures of the type in (7), we can prevent a derivation of John believes Bill lO have left in 
which John is the argument of the embedded verb and is raised to SpeclP, and Bill is the external argument of the matrix verb and 
undergoes movement to SpecAGRoP, as schcmatiscd in the partial LF-representation in (i). The derivation in (i) is straightforwardly 
blocked since movement of John to SpcclP, crossing SpccVP and SpecAGR,,P, violates Minimality - al no point in the derivation will 
SpcclP, SpecAGRoP and SpecVP be part of one and the same minimal domain, on Chomsky's assumptions. 

(i) •[,r John;[, . [V + AGR,,+ I) IAGRoP Bill; IAGRo [VP I; Iv (1p I; to have leflllll) 
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2.4. Equidistance, head movement and chain length 

8 

It is important to note that the account of apparent Minimality violations in terms of equidistance 
vitally presupposes that movement of V to AGRo and movement of AGRo to I create two separate 
chains (cf. Chomsky 1992:fn. 20).7 Assume for a moment that movement of the .verb in (7) 
would create the chain K = (V, t', t), in which V is in I. The minimal domain of K is the set 

( 

{SPECi, SPEC2, SU, OB}. Consequently, we would now predict that OB could be moved into 
SPEC, without any problem: SPEC,, SPEC2 and SU are all within the minimal domain of K, 
hence equidistant from OB, and the latter may skip SPEC2 and SU without violating Minimality. 
Movement of SU to SPECz is of course allowed anyway, since no potential landing sites are 
crossed. 

The assumption that head movement establishes two separate chains has no undesirable conse
quences for the checking of the features of the functional heads. After V-to-AGRo and AGRo-to-I, 
the structure in (7) is transformed into the one in (10). 

(10) IP 

I' 

V AGRo 

As the reader may check at his/her leisure with the help of the definitions in (6), the checking 
domain of I in (10) can be computed as follows: 

MAX(I) is IP; the domain of I is constituted by all nodes that are contained by MAX(I) = IP minus those nodes that are 
non-distinct from or contain I, i.e. {SPEC1, AGRo, V, AGRoP} and whatever these nodes dominate; the complement 
domain of I is {AGR0 P} and whatever this node dominates; the residue of I is {SPEC1, AGRo, V} and whatever is 
dominated by these nodes; the checking domain, finally, is {SPEC1, AGRo, V}. 

The verb V being part of the checking domain of I, it may check the V-features of I, as required. 

2.5. On the interrelationship between overt NP-movement and overt head movement 

Let us return to the structure in (7). In order that OB can move into SpecAGRoP, the verb must 
be moved to AGRo, since only in that case will SpecAGRoP and SU be part of the same minimal 
domain, and equidistant from OB. Chomsky (1992) claims that whenever 'object shift' to 
SpecAGRoP applies overtly, V-raising to AGR0 must also apply in overt syntax. At first sight, 
this conclusion is rather surprising because it seems to imply that Minimality should be satisfied in 
overt syntax. This would seem to lead to the unfortunate conclusion that at least one principle of 
grammar still needs to refer to an overt-syntactic level of representation. 

As it turns out, however, Chomsky (1992:fn.20) is forced to assume that the licensing 
conditions on empty categories (stated in what used to be known as the ECP) are conditions on 
derivations rather than representations. This is due to his assumption, discussed in the previous 

7 Chomsky does not discuss this issue in great detail. Kitahara (I 992:56) stipulates that 'each feature-checking operation creates a 
distinct chain'. In the case at hand, this would have the effect reported in the main text, movement of V to AGRo and movement of 
AGR,, to I being two distinct feature-checking operations. We return to the issue of head-movement chains and the number of chain 
links in section 2. 7, below. 
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subsection, that successive cyclic head movement creates a succession of separate, maximally two
member chains. V-movement via AGR0 to I thus results in two independent chains, (Vi, t) and 
([AoRo Vi+ AGR0 ]j, t). Both steps in this head movement derivation are in accordance with the 
Head Movement Constraint (ECP), but in the output representation resulting from this case of 
successive cyclic head movement, Vi cannot license its trace ti. This leads Chomsky to adopt a 
derivational approach to chain formation instead of a representational one. If the constraints on 
chain formation (ECP) really are conditions on derivations, we must indeed conclude that overt
syntactic 'object shift' must be accompanied by overt-syntactic V-movement to AGRo. After all, if 
movement of the verb is postponed until LF, the landing site of 'object shift' and the intervening 
SU-position are not equidistant from OB in overt syntax, and hence there would be a point in the 
derivation that does not satisfy Minimality. 

Note how several matters are interrelated here: (i) if chains have at most two members, (ii) the 
licensing conditions on traces must be conditions on derivations, and (iii) overt-syntactic object 
movement to SpecAGRoP must be accompanied by overt-syntactic verb movement to AGRo. 

If overt object movement is indeed contingent on overt verb movement, we now expect that 
overt movement of the subject is dependent on overt movement of the V-AGRo amalgam to Intl 
(f and/or AGR5). Given that the V-features of T/AGRs are likely to be weak in English, AGRo 
will not move to T/AGRs in the overt syntax of this language. This is empirically supported by 
the fact that English lexical verbs never precede the sentential negation marker (whereas French 
lexical verbs do). Chomsky assumes, following Pollock (1989), that the negation marker is hosted 
by a functional projection (NEGP) intervening between T/AGRs and AGRo (also cf. section 2.7, 
below). The contrast between English and French with respect to the position of finite lexical 
verbs relative to the negation marker (not, pas) can then be captured in terms of the strength of 
the V-feature of the T/AGRs position - strong in French, hence overt-syntactic V-movement 
across NEG; weak in English, hence no overt verb raising but do insertion instead: 

(11) a. [1p John [1, [1 did] [NEGP not [AoRoP ••• AGRo [vr kiss Mary]]]]] 
b. [IP Jean [I' [1 lAoRo n'embrassait]] [NEGP pas [AGRoP •• • tAGRo [yp ty Mariel]]]] 

Yet, in spite of the absence of overt AGRo-to-T/AGRs movement in English, the subject is overtly 
moved to the subject position, across SpecAGRoP. On Chomsky's assumptions, overt SU-move
ment across SpecAGR0 P to SpecIP would be legitimate only if AGR0 moved to I in overt syntax 
as well. In English, then, this strict correlation between the locus of application of non-local NP
movement and the locus of application of domain-extending head movement is not observed in the 
case of subject movement to SpecIP. 8 

2. 6. Recapitulation: How everything hangs together 

Let us at this point take a moment to recapitulate the line of argument that we have minutely gone 
through in the above, and put special emphasis on the way in which everything is interrelated. 

• We have seen that the domain-extending character of head-movement processes is specifically 
motivated by Chomsky with reference to Larsonian structures, and that outside of this theory
internal domain the idea that head movement extends the internal domain of the moved head 
seems detrimental rather than beneficial (section 2.2). 

8 A caveat is in order, though. If V docs not overtly raise to AGRo in English, we might actually assume that empty AGRo docs 
move to T/AGR5 in overt syntax - if AGR0 is empty , one cannot tell (from merely looking at word-order facts) at what level it under

goes movement. 
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• At the same time, we have shown that domain extension as a result of head movement is vital 
in the context of Minimality and equidistance. Here, though, we need to concern ourselves 
with the minimal domain only. A possible hypothesis, then, would be that head movement only 
extends the minimal domain, not the internal domain (section 2.3). 

• The notion of equidistance in its turn is crucially dependent on the idea that head-movement 
chains have at most two members (section 2.4). 

• Once this is assumed, we are in turn committed to a derivational approach to trace licensing 
(ECP), which finally leads to a strict interdependence between overt-syntactic NP-movement 
and overt-syntactic head movement (section 2.5). 

It seems, however, that, as we pointed out at the end of section 2.5, this strict interdependence 
between overt NP-movement and overt head movement cannot be maintained in the general case. 
We might then decide to turn around the above line of argument, and argue that with the abolition 
of a strict interdependence between overt-syntactic NP-movement and overt-syntactic head move
ment, the case for a derivational approach to the ECP collapses, so that in turn we may question 
the view that head-movement chains have at most two members. Once multi-member head-chains 
are allowed, we immediately endanger the notion of equidistance, which is crucially dependent on 
there being only two-member head-chains . If we should then decide to abandon the· notion of equi
distance, we may just as well forget about the whole idea of domain extensions resulting from 
head movement. Then we have basically come full circle, and must return to the drawing board to 
find new ways of capturing the well-known locality restrictions on head movement. 

This intellectual exercise is meant to show that as soon as we start questioning the relevance or 
viability of one of the ingredients of the menu sketched out above, the entire line of argument col
lapses . Since we are not, at this point, in a position to present a viable alternative to Chomsky's 
locality theory, we shall continue to adhere to its basic ingredients, and confine our departure 
from mainstream minimalism to the abandonment of a strict correlation between overt NP-move
ment and overt head movement. That is, contrary to Chomsky we shall opt for non-local overt
syntactic NP-movement licensed by a representational Minimality condition applying at LF. 9 

2. 7. Head movement and Minimality 

In sections 2.3 and 2.4 we have come across cases in which NP-movement is non-local, i.e. skips 
an intervening potential landing-site. In (7), for instance, OB may move across SU to SPECi and 
SU may move to SPEC, skipping the landing-site of the moved object. With respect to head 
movement, on the other hand, we have been assuming throughout that it is strictly local. There is, 
however, no a priori reason to expect head movement to be any different from NP-movement in 
this respect. Consider, then, a structure of the following type, featuring non-local head movement 
(head skipping) of X to Z across Y: 

(12) [ zp SPEC1 Z [ yp SPEC2 Y [ XP SPEC3 X WP] ] ] 
... 

9 The problem with respect to head movement which leads Chomsky to assume a derivational approach to chain formation might 
perhaps be solved by assuming that, as in the case of wh-movement (cf. Chomsky 1992:491T.) , head movement leaves a copy. Outside 
the domain of operator movement, however, the 'copy theory ' approach to movement raises important questions, specifically relaling 

to what used to be known as the ECP. We shall not tarry on this matter here. 
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We turn presently to the question of whether head skipping should be allowed by the theory. Let 
us focus for the moment on the question that is most pertinent in the context at hand: does this 
structure allow for movement of WP to SPEC1 across both SPEC3 and SPEC2? Answering this 
question means determining whether there is a minimal domain in (12) which contains SPEC1, 

SPEC2 and SPEC3 . The relevant minimal domain will of course be that of the head-movement 
chain CH = (X, t). This minimal domain clearly contains SPEC1• It does not contain YP, since 
YP contains a member of the head-movement chain (viz. t). As a result, SPEC2 becomes eligible 
as a member of the minimal domain of CH. Mutatis mutandis the same applies to XP and SPEC3• 

We are led to the conclusion, then, that fell -swoop movement of WP to SPEC1 in (12) is 
legitimate. 

When we now identify ZP as IP, YP as AGR0 P, XP as VP and WP as the verb's object OB, 
we see that, once we allow for head skipping, a derivation involving movement of the subject to 
SpecAGRoP and movement of the object to SpecIP (which we managed to exclude at the end of 
section 2.3 on the basis of a local head movement account) can no longer be automatically pre
vented by the theory of locality. The question that now arises, of course, is whether a head
skipping derivation of the type in (12) will ever arise. Is X allowed to move to Z, skipping Y in 
the process? 

Just as in the case of non-local NP-movement, answering this question involves finding a 
minimal domain containing both the actual landing site of movement and the potential landing site 
that is skipped. Given Chomsky's (1992) definitions (cf. (6)), we are led to conclude that, in the 
case of head movement, strict locality is forced . That is, there is no minimal domain in (12) 
which both contains Z and Y. Since this is perhaps not immediately obvious, we shall discuss this 
issue in some detail here. 

The only minimal domain that could potentially contain both Z and Y in (12) is the minimal 
domain of the head-movement chain CH = (X, t). It will comprise all nodes for which it holds 
that they are contained in the maximal projection of the head of the chain, are distinct from any 
member of the chain, do not contain any member of the chain, and are not dominated by any 
member of the domain of the chain. Y, the skipped head position, is a member of this minimal 
domain. YP and Y' are not members of the domain of CH (since they contain a member of CH, 
viz. t; cf. above), so that Y is not dominated by any member of the domain of CH. Since Y 
moreover does not contain or equal any member of the head-movement chain, it will qualify as a 
member of the minimal domain of CH. The Z-node, by contrast, is not a member of the minimal 
domain of CH. After all, the multi-segment Z-node resulting from adjunction of X to Z contains a 
member of CH = (X, t), viz. X itself, and will thus be excluded from the minimal domain of 
CH. There being no other potential minimal domains of which Y and Z could both be members, 
non-local head movement as in (12) will be ruled out on Chomsky's assumptions. 

While this would be appropriate in view of the fact that it solves the Minimality problem that 
we pointed out above, the theory should presumably not categorically prohibit non-local head 
movement. Consider the following structural configuration of a sentence containing sentential 
negation: 

(13) [1p SPEC1 [r I [NEGP SPEC2 [NEG ' NEG [AGRo SPEC3 [AGRo' AGRo f vr SU [v, V OB]]]]]ll] 

Given the discussion above, we must assume that AGR0 can only be moved to I via NEG . If, as 
we have been assuming throughout (following Chomsky 1992 :fn. 20) , all successive cyclic head 
movement forms a succession of separate chains, these head-movement operations will not create 
a minimal domain which at once contains SPEC 1, SPEC2 and SPEC3 • The minimal domain of the 
chain (AGR0 , t) includes SPEC2 and SPEC3 but not SPEC1, and the minimal domain of (NEG, t) 
contains SPEC 1 and SPEC2 but excludes SPEC3• As a result, SU cannot move to SPEC 1 in one 
step without violating Minimality . Instead, it seems that SU must be moved through SPEC'.', given 
Chomsky's definitions. 
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In the light of Haegeman & Zanuttini's (1991) NEG Criterion, however, one should object to 
this conclusion. The NEG Criterion (a variant of Rizzi's 1991 Wh-Criterion) states that NEG0 

must entertain a Spee-Head agreement relationship with a negative constituent. In a derivation in 
which a non-negative subject NP moves through SpecNEGP on its way to SpecIP, this criterion is 
clearly violated; the subject lacking a negative feature. Moreover, movement from SU to SPEC1 

through SPEC2 is presumably a case of improper movement. Chomsky (1992:40) reformulates the 
A/A' distinction in terms of L-relatedness, where an A-position can roughly be characterized as an 
L-related position. A position is L-related if it is in a iocal relation with an L-feature (such as the 
V- or N-feature of AGR). Since NEG does not contain such a feature, its SPEC is a non-L-related 
position. As a result, movement from SPEC2 to SPEC1 in (13) would instantiate movement from 
an A'-position to an A-position - a case of improper movement. 

There are two ways of getting around this problem. One is to assume, following Kitahara 
(1992:56), that new chains are formed whenever a new feature-checking operation is executed (cf. 
fn. 7, above). The intermediate trip to NEG in the course of AGRo's journey to I in all likelihood 
checks no features. Hence no new chain will be formed by NEG-to-I raising. Instead, a single, 
three-member chain will be formed by successive cyclic AGR0 -to-NEG-to-I movement. The 
minimal domain of this chain includes SPEC1, SPEC2 , SPEC3 and VP. Fell-swoop movement of 
SU to SPEC1 will now be allowed. 

This approach to the problem is technically sound, but raises the non-trivial question (to which 
we return in section 2.8) why AGR0 should ever touch down in the NEG position at all, if it has 
no features to check there. In view of this, we shall opt for an alternative account, adopting 
Chomsky's (1991) view (based on Pollock 1989) that movement of AGRa (containing the raised 
verb) to I proceeds in a non-local fashion, skipping the NEG position in the process, as illustrated 
in (14): 

(14) 
[1p SPEC1 [I' [1 [AGRo V + AGRo] [1 I]] [NEGP SPEC2 [NEG' NEG [AGRo SPEC3 [AGRo' tAGRo [vp SU Cv• Iv OB]]]]]]]] 

The minimal domain that results from head skipping is identical with that of the three-member 
chain formed by successive cyclic AGRo-to-NEG-to-I raising discussed in the previous paragraph. 
As a result, the subject may freely move to SpecIP from its base position in one fell swoop, 
unhindered by the apparent intervention of the specifier positions of AGRaP and NEGP - after 
all, SpecIP and the two intervening specifier positions are all equally far removed from the base 
position of SU. We thus straightforward! y obtain the desired result that NP-movement across 
SpecNEGP is unproblematic, without making NP-movement sensitive to the A/A' dichotomy 
(which Rizzi 1990 would have capitalised on; we shall return to the A/A' dichotomy in the 
minimalist framework presently, in section 2.8, below). 

Despite this clear asset of head skipping, however, the derivation in (14) is ruled out on 
account of the fact that there is no minimal domain containing both I and NEG (cf. the discussion 
of (12), with Z identified as I and Y as NEG). We now seem to have worked ourselves into a 
stalemate situation - on the one hand, we seem to want to rule out head skipping in order to 
continue to exclude a derivation based on (7) in which SU moves to SPEC:i and 08 moves to 
SPEC1, but on the other hand we would like to reformulate the notion of minimal domain such 
that we allow for head skipping in the context of negative constructions of the type in (13)/(14). 

At this point we might decide to capitalise on an independent difference between (7) and 
(13)/(14), viz. the fact that in (7) the intervening head contains an L-feature while in (13)/(14) the 
NEG-head intervening between the extraction and landing sites of head movement does not. If we 
assume that on the basis of this difference, NEG must be seen as an A' -head, whereas the other 
positions are A-heads, we may (in the spirit of Rizzi's 1990 Relativised Minimality) account for 
the difference with respect to head skipping by assuming that A' -positions do not interfere with A
movement. 
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Note, however, that if we strictly follow Chomsky (1992:fnn. 33/34), having recourse to a dis
tinction between A-type and A'-type heads is not possible by definition. Chomsky distinguishes 
between narrowly and broadly L-related positions, the former being specifier positions and the 
latter adjoined positions. Only narrowly L-related positions are defined as (unequivocal) A
positions. Since heads never occupy specifier positions, they can never be A-positions. A dis
tinction between A- and A'-heads will then be a theoretical impossibility. 

What is more, it seems possible to make the desired distinction between (7) and (13)/(14) fall 
out without reference to the A/A' dichotomy, and that, on a more general level, the minimalist 
framework may allow us to dispense with the distinction between A- and A'-positions altogether, 
in any event as far as the (locality) restrictions on NP-movement and head movement are con
cerned. We shall present an onset to a discussion of this issue - a full appraisal of which is of 
course well beyond the scope of this paper - in the next subsection. 

2. 8. Locality and the A/A' dichotomy 

The driving force of all movement in the minimalist framework is the urge to check features. 
Whenever there is movement, there must be a trigger for it (optionality being eliminated on prin
cipled grounds), and the only possible triggers are features of functional heads. Consider then the 
case of movement of AGRo to I in (14). I possesses a V-feature, which must be checked in the 
course of the derivation by a matching V-feature. AGRo (or rather, the verb adjoined to AGR0 ; 

cf. the discussion of (10), above) is the one to check I's V-feature, hence AGR0 should raise to I. 
From the point of view of feature checking, however, there is no reason whatsoever why AGR0 

should make an intermediate touch-down in NEG. Presumably, NEG has no V-features, hence 
movement of a V-featured head to NEG is not forced, and, on the basic assumption that 
movement only applies if it is needed for feature-checking purposes, in fact blocked. Checking 
theory thus leads us to expect a head-skipping derivation in the case of (13)/(14). 

Consider next the case of (7). Here, raising of V to I across AGRo is straightforwardly ruled 
out. AGRo has V-features which should be checked by the verb. The verb must hence touch down 
in AGRo, for otherwise the derivation would crash at the interpretive levels. We see, then, that 
checking theory immediately excludes head skipping in a derivation based on (7) and allows or 
even forces head skipping in the case of (13)/(14), entirely independently of the A/A' dichotomy. 

As a result of head skipping being allowed in (13)/(14), we also immediately accommodate the 
fact that movement of the subject from its base position to SpecIP across the specifier position of 
NEGP is legitimate (cf. section 2.7), again without making reference to the A- or A'-status of the 
movement process and the intervening position(s). 

A moment's reflection reveals that the A/A' dichotomy in effect plays no role in the minimalist 
framework, as far as the restrictions on movement are concerned. After all, NP-movement across 
both A-positions (SpecAGR0 P, SU) and A'-positions (SpecNEGP) is possible. Whether or not a 
position is skippable turns out to have nothing whatsoever to do with the A/A'-status of this 
position. The minimalist framework thus opens up the real possibility that the theoretical dis
tinction between A- and A'-positions and corresponding movement types, which is becoming in
creasingly difficult to formalise (cf. Chomsky's notion of L-relatedness, briefly discussed in the 
previous subsection), can be dispensed with. What will remain is a general licence for movement, 
restricted only by the requirements of feature-checking theory. 10 If this should turn out to be 
feasible, it would be a very significant step forward. 

10 Presumably, this is too strong as it stands, other restrictors of movement being likely to be necessary in addition to the overall 
guidelines of checking theory. One such additional restrictor might be Baker's Mi1ror Principle, which might decree that the features of 
the verb must be checked in a fixed order. Chomsky (1992 :39) appears to believe that the Mirror Principle can be made to follow from 
minimalist assumptions on feature checking . It is not quitc clear to us how this can bc the case. Possibly, thc Mirror Principle. ratha 
than following from the theory (which is dubious even on pre-minimalist assumptions; cf. e.g. Speas 1991), functions as an indepcnd

ent filtcr on hcad-movcmcnt derivations. This should be looked into more fully in future work. 
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2.9. Head movement revisited 
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After this brief intermezzo on the A/A' dichotomy, let us finally return to the locality of head 
movement, and present a way in which head skipping can be accommodated in the theory. For 
recall that, even though movement of AGRo to I across NEG in (14) is legitimate (in fact, forced) 
as far as checking theory is concerned, we still have to reckon with the problem that Chomsky's 
domain definitions (cf. (6)) as they stand do not cater for any form of non-local head movement. 

Let us first of all briefly recapitulate the nature of the problem. Consider once again the 
abstract structure in (12), repeated here: 

(12) [ zr SPEC1 Z [ yp SPEC2 Y ( XP SPEC3 X WP) ) ) 

Head movement of X to Z across Y is legitimate iff Z and Y are equidistant from X, i.e. iff some 
minimal domain can be identified that contains both Z and Y. The only conceivable such domain 
would be the minimal domain of the chain CH = (X, t). But while this minimal domain contains 
Y, the Z-node is not a member of it. This is so because Z is not even a member of the domain of 
CH, which in turn is the result of the fact that Z contains a member of CH, viz. its head, X. 

In order to accommodate non-local head movement, we now suggest a minimal modification of 
the definition of domain - we replace the second instance of 'contain' in the definition in (6b) 
with the more restrictive notion of domination, as follows: 

(6b') The domain of CH = (a1, ••• , a 0 ) is the set of nodes contained in MAX(ai) that 
are distinct from and do not dominate any ai. 

Once we modify the definition of domains in this way (which as far as we have been able to 
establish is otherwise harmless), the minimal domain of CH = (X, t) does contain both Z and Y. 
After all, since Z does not dominate X (domination being defined as in (3a)) of t, and is not 
dominated by any member of the domain of CH, Z will now be a member of the minimal domain 
of Z in (12). Now that we have identified a minimal domain containing both the landing site of X 
and the intermediate head position skipped by X, a head-skipping derivation of the type depicted 
in (12), and - more concretely - in (14), is in full conformity with Minimality. The Minimality 
condition can no longer be held accountable for the obligatorily local character of some instances 
of head movement, such as those in (7). Their strict locality'is imposed by checking theory. 

3. Conclusion 

In this paper we have reviewed Chomsky's (1992) minimalist approach to the locality conditions 
on movement, paying special attention to the domain of head-movement phenomena. While 
Chomsky's domain definitions as they stand rule out any form of non-local head movement, we 
have argued that the theory should not exclude head skipping in principle. Whether head move
ment is local or non-local is dependent on considerations of feature checking. A moving head will 
skip an intermediate head position with which it has no features in common, simply because there 
is no need for the moving head to touch down in this intermediate position . Economy considerat
ions then effectively rule out a local head-movement derivation in the pertinent cases . We have 
discussed various implications of our approach to the locality of movement, especially with respect 
to the theoretical status of the A/A' dichotomy, arguing that it does not and should not play a role 
in the theory . We finally presented a slight modification of Chomsky's (1992) definition of 
domain in order to accommodate head skipping in the minimalist framework . 
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